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SUNGLASSES & EYEWEAR

Sunglasses
& Eyewear
Fishing eyewear is no longer just an afterthought for serious anglers. Having the right
eyewear that can improve your performance and looking good at the same time is an
essential. Find out how you can capitalise on this need.

Seeing is believing – a good pair of polarised
sunglasses can make or break a fishing trip.

T

here was a time, perhaps
10 or 15 years ago, when
fishing sunglasses were
viewed simply as an added
cost that only the really geeky
or specialist angler might use.
Fly fishermen have probably
been the most frequent users of
polarised fishing sunglasses and
many other anglers probably
only even considered any kind
of eyewear if it was a bright,
sunny day. Things have moved
on significantly since then –
partly due to an increase in
angler knowledge and pursuit
of perfection, partly due to
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It’s no longer just the fly
anglers who rely on polarised
sunglasses to benefit their
sessions. European-style carp
anglers are big users of polarised
eyewear as they seek to spot carp
feeding from vantage points such
as trees. Predator anglers are big
users of this kind of eyewear too,
because spotting species such as
pike vastly increases the ability to
catch them because you can cast
to them or tailor your retrieve to
entice a bite.
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This thirst for technology
and better eyewear is shared by
another of the fishing sunglasses
arena’s big players, Costa. Export
manager for the company Jenny
Gordillo, explained: “Today
anglers from across the globe
recognise the importance of
quality, high-performance,
polarising sunglasses to enhance
their fishing experience, and
the need to protect their eyes
from the damage that sustained
exposure to the sun can cause.
As in any sport, specialised gear
is a must for all professionals.
“Fishing gear is becoming
more specialised. Fishing
sunglasses are evolving into
specialised gear that is highly
valued by many avid anglers.
Now, with specific lens colours
and lens properties that are
targeted for different kinds of
fishing, we can offer lens colours
and materials that are developed
for inshore fishing, offshore
fishing, low light conditions,
shallow water, and high
overhead sun.
“The fisherman can now
purchase the perfect sunglasses
for his fishing techniques,
wherever and whenever he
fishes.”

Fashion as well as function is
important in the eyewear market.

Sunglasses are no longer
hidden away in a dark corner
of fishing-tackle stores. Thanks
to the efforts of companies like
Costa and Wiley X, you can
display sunglasses in stylish
cabinets, complete with pointof-sale material that explains the
benefits clearly and concisely to
anglers.
As this growth of
understanding about the
benefits of good-quality eyewear
has grown, so has the number
of companies offering fishing
eyewear. There are the specialist
names like Costa and Wiley X,
there are more affordable brands
that also specialise in eyewear,

and then many mainstream
tackle companies, such as
Rapala, also provide their own
models. In short, there is a wide
variety of brands and price
points to choose from, so you
can be sure to carry a product
range that suits the needs of
your demographic.
One other thing about the
sunglasses market is that it’s
competitive. The key brands
within it are constantly
researching ways to improve the
optical technology they employ
and thus better products will
always be being introduced
to the market. Besides the
technological advances,
sunglasses are also a hugely
fashion-led product. New frame
styles, colours and designs are
always being brought to market
– so you can again offer a wide
range and give your customers
choice.
If you’re not already involved
in the sunglasses business, then
you should definitely consider
what it could offer your store.
There are many selling points
covering everything from
improving people’s angling
through polarisation to eye
safety to fashion.

SELECTED KEY BRANDS

ANATOMY OF FISHING SUNGLASSES
DESIGN

FRAME

LENS

Sunglasses design is a personal
thing. Different frame shapes
work better with different face
shapes, so it’s best to stock
a wide range of styles. One
thing to keep in mind is that
polarised glasses work best
when they are enclosed around
your face and no light can get
in from the back or sides.

The frame design and materials are an important
aspect of any pair of fishing sunglasses. Ones
designed more for durability and a lighter weight
are nearly always made from plastic of some
kind. Some more fashion-led designs are made
from metal, which is obviously strong but can be
heavier. Ensure you stock a variety of shapes.

Obviously one of the most important
parts of sunglasses. The lens contains the
polarising technology and UV protection.
Many companies have their own versions
of light-filtering technology (Costa’s 580p
and Wiley X’s Filter8 to name but two).
No matter what glasses look like, the
lens is the absolute key element. Look
out for unique features such as Wiley X’s
shatterproof lenses thanks to being ANSi
Rated and EN.166 Certified.

COATING
ACCESSORIES
Many accessories can be purchased to accompany sunglasses,
such as cleaning cloths and replacement carry cases. A
good line to stock is retainers. TTW’s editor can speak from
experience that there is nothing more frustrating than losing
your favourite pair of shades at sea due to not having a retainer!

A lens is only part of the puzzle of
great optical clarity and performance.
The right coating can make all the
difference, depending on light conditions
and what you want the lens to do.
Often, you pair coatings with opposing
coloured lenses. Coatings can also offer
scratch resistance and UV protection.
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WILEY X

For your eyes only
It’s never been easier to offer your customers who have corrective eyewear needs
a pair of high-performance polarised sunglasses for fishing. But Wiley X’s prescription-ready
eyewear could open up whole new avenues to your business.

O

btaining high-quality
polarised fishing
eyewear has always
WILEY X
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optical correction in the
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form of ordinary spectacles.
Thankfully, there are companies
out there who have some of the
most advanced fishing-specific optical
technology available to them who cater for
the needs of such anglers. One such example
is Wiley X…
Well-known for its eyewear innovations,
such as Filter8™ Polarization Technology
and Facial Cavity™ Seals, its lenses are also
ANSI Rated and EN.166 Certified, making

them genuine protective eyewear. But one
thing many people may not be aware of
is that almost all of this technology and
innovation can also be made available with
high quality prescription lenses through
Wiley X.
“Our prescription lens programme is
designed and manufactured using Shamir
Direct Lens Technology™,” explains
European vice president and outdoor
director of Wiley X Europe, Thomas Wæver.
“This ground-breaking Freeform
Technology™ is the most advanced digital
surface grinding of individual constructed
rear optics, which gives the lens a wider
and clearer field of vision compared with
common stock lenses on the market.
Combined with our high-wrap frames,
the RX lens will eliminate any peripheral
distortions or power errors in the line of
sight.
“The RX lens system is tailor-made to
meet the user’s eye data – brought to life
by another of our technologies: Eyepoint.

Wiley X prescription lenses can be
combined with its other great techniologies
such as Facial Cavity™ Seal.

WILEY X USA

+1 800 776 7842

WILEY X EUROPE
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The technology Wiley X uses
creates the widest and clearest
field of vision on the market.

www.wileyx.com
www.wileyx.eu
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WILEY X
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WAY

Ray Hill, Wiley X USA director of outdoor sales,
explains the technology behind the RX system used in
America.

“With Wiley X, protection and function are always at the forefront
of what we do and when it comes to corrective vision, there are no
exceptions. Our US prescription polycarbonate impact resistant lenses
block 100 per cent of UVA and UVB from the front side, keeping eyes
not only safe from harmful sunrays but also from life’s unexpected threats, that in the outdoor world, happen all
too often.
Couple this with our premium ARC technology that protects a user’s eyes from the back side as well, by
offering low UV reflection (LUV), the user is getting all-around protection that is critical in the field, especially
over long periods of time in diverse conditions. In addition, our RX lenses offer anti-static properties that repel
dust, fingerprints and smudges to ensure a clearer view, which reduces the amount of distractions and time
away from the pursuit. Again, it’s these types of advanced RX lens technologies that give sportsman across the
globe confidence and that added advantage so they don’t have to worry about their vision when on the hunt.”
This simulates the human eye in every angle,
prescription and field of vision. This makes
it possible for Wiley X to offer our clients
the best vision possible in the
most advanced RX system in
the world.”
Some of those clients
include many highprofile professionals in
the angling industry
who have come to
rely on what Wiley
X prescription glasses
offer.
“My most important
‘tackle’ as a hunting
fisherman is without any
doubt my eyesight,” explains one
such professional, TV angling host and
writer Ronny De Groote.
“Before, I have never been 100 per
cent satisfied with cocooning
systems or other prescription
sunglasses – but none of these
options provide the same
protection and comfort as
Wiley X.”
TTW editor David Guest is
another regular user of Wiley
X prescription eyewear, stating:
“I have used them [Wiley X] in a

whole manner of fishing situations around
the world – they perform to a very high
level. They allow me to not think about my
vision and concentrate on the job
in hand when fishing.”
Jens Bursell, editorin-chief of top Danish
fishing magazine Fisk
& Fri is also a Wiley
X convert. He said:
“I have been testing
the Wiley X Gravity
model for more than a
year now and I found
the spectacles are not
only able to withstand lots
of hard work, but they also
provide perfect, razor-sharp
vision in all conditions.”
Another great aspect of Wiley X
prescription glasses is the patented Facial
Cavity™ Seals available on the Climate
Control models. This removable
gasket system creates a seal
around the eyes, protecting from
pollen, wind, dust and most
importantly, peripheral light,
which can undo all the good
work of any polarised lens.
These are perfect for anglers
and prescription users.

The technology
in Wiley X’s
RX lens system
simulates the
human eye in
every angle.

PRESCRIPTION READY
SUPERIOR LENS COATING OPTIONS
There are many lens coating options
available to Wiley X prescription lens users.
Improved anti-reflection that enhances
comfort and style, enhanced anti-static
that repels dust and stays clean, super
hydrophobic that improves water and stain
resistance and an extreme scratch-resistant
coating that is 22 per cent better than its
nearest competitor in independent testing.
ADVANCED LENS TECHNOLOGY
All Wiley X High-Wrap frames are optimised
and designed to hold the state-of-the-art
lens design. Peripheral distortions and power
errors in the line of sight are non-existent.
BATTLE PROVEN LENS MATERIALS
All prescription lenses are made from
polycarbonate materials to maintain
the same ANSI and EN impact saftey
requirements, with some even offering
ballistic level protection. All RX lenses offer
100 per cent UVA and UVB protection.
POLARISED UHD VISION
Polarised and photochromic lens options
are available within the Wiley X prescription
solutions. Polarised lenses are the ideal
lens choice for active enthusiasts such
as anglers. The photochromic polarised
lens option is a technology where the lens
changes from a light polarised colour like
yellow into a dark orange/amber colour
when exposed to UV light.

TTW editor David Guest uses
prescription WIley X eyewear.
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